
 

 
Discovering the 'wine garden of 
England' with Britain's coolest 

hotel chain 

Simpsons Wine Estate - and the Pig at Bridge Place - are just miles from the coast CREDIT: SIMPSONS WINE 
ESTATE 
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The distance between the Pig at Bridge Place and Simpsons Wine Estate must be 
about three miles as the crow flies.  

Were a sommelier to run it with a bottle of Kent plonk under each arm they would be 
required to stomp up and down a hill or two and wrestle through some lightly 
forested countryside, but I still reckon your tipple could be with you, fresh from the 
harvest, within half an hour. 

Fortunately, I did not have to test this theory when I visited one of England’s most 
exciting wine producers on a drizzly morning in November. In the car, the journey 
was minutes. 

“When the Pig moved in, I didn’t want to approach them immediately with ‘you must 
buy our wine’, but I knew it was great to have on our doorstep someone who had a 
commitment to provenance and a desire to work with local suppliers,” said Charles 
Simpson, who, with his wife, Ruth, planted Simpsons’ first vines in Kent’s Elham 
Valley in 2014.  



The Pig at Bridge Place, meanwhile, is the newest addition to the hotel brand’s 
growing portfolio, opened in April, and as with all their properties, the 25-mile rule 
applies when it comes to the kitchen. Much is made of the chain’s commitment to 
growing everything it can for its restaurants in its own gardens – this includes 
smoking its own meat and collecting its own honey – and sourcing everything else 
from within 25 miles, but the ambition does not stop at the edible. 

 
The Pig at Bridge Place is the newest addition to the group CREDIT: THE PIG 
 
The Simpsons Wine Estate’s proximity to the hotel – opened in a Grade II-listed 
Jacobean house and former rock club – places it in a prime position to have a 
lucrative relationship with the Pig, but Charles knew he had to look at the bigger 
picture. 

“It was mad that we have all these wine producers in Kent, and we were not talking 
to each other and working together to raise the profile of our wines,” he said. 

He brokered a meeting between Robin Hutson, owner of the Pig chain, and the heads 
of some of the county’s largest wine producers. The dinner was a success and the 
result was a collaborative project that had the Pig’s backing: Kent would be marketed 
as the 'Wine Garden of England'. 

 
One of the Simpsons vineyard sites CREDIT: THOMAS ALEXANDER PHOTOGRAPHY/THOMAS ALEXANDER 
 



“Making great wine is one thing but we want to attract tourists to the county, too, to 
come and see for themselves what an English vineyard looks like,” said Charles.  

The Simpsons have been making wine for nearly 20 years, but only in Kent since 
2014. The couple, who were previously working in Azerbaijan, Charles in 
pharmaceuticals and Ruth in the humanitarian sector, cut their teeth on viticulture 
in the south of France at Domaine de Sainte Rose, before moving to England. This 
year the Simpsons estate at Barham collected a harvest from all three of its sites for 
the first time.  

 
The restaurant at the Pig at Bridge Place CREDIT: THE PIG 
 
As I sampled a number of its English wines alongside its French, and found the 
former more than stood up to the latter, Charles explained the geographical 
ingredients that make the region the country’s wine cellar: to a layman, chalk, 
warmth and direction. Elham Valley provides south-facing slopes for vines to bask in 
what little sun there is for as long as possible, and is close enough to the coast to 
benefit from the Channel’s central heating, meaning grapes can ripen on the vines for 
longer and damaging frosts are few and far between.  

Though England has seen the popularity of its wines soar – 2018 was a record year 
for sales, with four million bottles bought – owing to climatic limitations production 
is focused on white and sparkling wines. This is in part why Simpsons’ Rabbit Hole 
Pinot Noir – which “exudes a true sense of place” – is such a source of pride.  

The red is a gentle and intriguing drop that overlays a Gallic filter across the Kent 
countryside - think grand chateaux at Ashford and le côtes du Ramsgate. It is also 
evidence of a growing confidence in the skills and techniques used in wine-growing 
in the south-east.  

But it is their first English Chardonnay that Ruth and Charles are most proud of. 
Released in 2017, they say it is now being poured at a number of Michelin-starred 
restaurants. You will also find it down the road at the Pig.  



 

Dine at the restaurant at Bridge Place and you will see not only a number of Kent 
wines dotted about the menu – including for bubbles (the Pig rotates the Kent 
producers on its fizz by the glass offering, an immense vote of confidence) – but a 
section on the wine list dedicated to Wine Garden of England, “one of the most 
exciting wine regions of the world”, and its seven vineyards. 

“There are some tremendous wines made just miles from here, so we’d be mad not to 
take advantage of that,” explained Luke Harbor, sommelier at the Pig. “English wine 
is going from strength to strength at the moment, and increasingly people in the 
restaurant are asking for it.”  

Simpsons’ wines are offered up alongside options from the likes of Hush Heath 
Estate, Biddenden and Chapel Down. There are also beers from Kentish Pip (three 
miles away), Canterbury Ales (six miles away), and Whitstable Bay (13 miles).  

 
'Everything that cannot be grown in the garden is sourced from within 25 miles' CREDIT: THE PIG 



 
After beginning with a home-smoked negroni, Luke kicked off the pairing with a 
gamay noir from Biddendum and a chardonnay from Gusbourne, to match the 
starters of my companion and I - truffle oil and rocket mushrooms on toast (a “zero-
mile” dish) and bacon, roasted tomato and olive, respectively. My gamay noir was 
light, fresh and an excellent companion.  

There followed dishes with ingredients plucked from the garden just beyond the 
window and a run of the house’s best-suited wines, including the Devon Minnow, a 
collaboration between the Pig’s Robin Hutson, Hix restaurants, and Castlewood 
Vineyard in Devon (shh). The evening is even capped off with English dessert wines.  

The Pigs’ seven locations means it is well-placed to benefit from some of the finest 
produce available across the South of England, but it is the Pig at Bridge Place in the 
heart of Kent, where the provenance of its wine selection is just as – if not more – 
impressive.  

How	to	do	it	

Rooms at the Pig at Bridge Place start from £155 per room per night 
(thepighotel.com; 0345 2259494). Read a full review here.  

Vineyard and winery tours and tastings are available at Simpsons Wine Estate, 
starting from £22.50 per person – for more details and to book 
visit simpsonswine.com. 


